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*Deal of the Month*

Casino owners reinvesting in
Las Vegas
Gaming Statistics

Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission rejects Cedar Rapids casino proposals
DUBUQUE — Three years later, same result.
State regulators called it a difficult decision. They believed a casino would benefit Cedar Rapids. There were high quality
applications.....read more

There is a $500 million ICO to build a floating cryptocurrency casino in Macau

 2014 US Gambling Revenue: $102.3 B, ↑
from $91.9B (+11 %) in 2012

Some people think that cryptocurrency initial coin offerings (ICOs) are a bit of a gamble. Here is one that is 100% gambling: Dragon
Corp. tells Business Insider it is raising $500 million (£377 million) in an ICO that will float at a dockside in ..read more

 2014 Indian Gaming Revenue: $54.9 B, 
from $54.56 B in 2012 (+.07%).

Choctaw tribe votes down proposed casino in Leake County The Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians appear to have

 2014 US Commercial Gambling
Revenue: $48.28 B, ↑ from $37.34 B in
2012 (+22.7%)
 Sept. ‘17 Las Vegas Gaming Revenue: $687.6
M, up from $668.7 M in Sept. ‘16
(+2.7%)
 Oct. ‘17 Atlantic City Gaming Revenue:
$206.4 M, up from $203.0 M in Oct.. ‘16
(+1.7%)

voted down a possible new casino in the Red Water community. According to preliminary numbers . ...read more

Casino Giant Caesars to Buying Centaur Holdings NEW YORK (AP) — Casino giant Caesars Entertainment says
it is buying casino and gaming company Centaur Holdings, acquiring new properties in Indiana. Las Vegas-based Caesars said
Thursday it's paying $1.7 billion in cash for Centaur. … .read more

Las Vegas company to add upscale hotel to casino in Colorado The company that owns Bronco Billy's resort in
Cripple Creek, Colo., announced plans on Monday to build a 150-room upscale hotel connected to the gaming hall, creating one of the
top-rated lodging properties in the Colorado Springs area......read more

These 4 Casino Stocks Have Deep Las Vegas Roots If experience and maturity are factors in business success, then these 4
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publicly traded casino companies might be worth at least looking at. The Boyd Group, Wynn, Las Vegas Sands and Caesars are the
most old school of the gaming world in Sin City and it's striking how different each one is from the other.....read more

1 October mass shooting impacting casino play on Las Vegas Strip

 Global Gaming Business

The 1 October attack that occurred at the Route 91 music festival is impacting gambling statistics for casinos on the Las Vegas Strip
For example, Caesars Palace has felt a decline in international gamblers since the 1 October shooting. For days immediately following
the shooting, a haze fell over the Las Vegas strip and casino floors. 13 Action News reporter Marissa Kynaston captured photos of the
empty casino floors following the tragedy. ...read more
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The Hottest CEO in Vegas Just Bought the City's Strangest Casino
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Even in Las Vegas, the land of faux pirate battles and Elvis-themed wedding chapels, the Stratosphere is something of an oddball.
Conceived by poker pro Bob Stupak, the Space Needle-shaped hotel-casino featured a roller coaster and other attractions at its summit
when it opened in 1996. Its location on the lightly trafficked north end of the Strip proved too much of a handicap, however, and the
casino declared bankruptcy months after its debut. ….read more
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